2003 chevy impala rear brakes

So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us.
Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. The traction active light lights up after backing up and braking.
I understand this is a known problem with Impala. The car makes a grinding noise for a second
or two. This is an intermittent problem. Under hard high speed braking the front brakes shudder
badly causing a severe front end shimmy due to warped rotors making stopping difficult. If
pressure on pedal is not released this could cause loss of control and a crash. It is worse if
going downhill. This is a very common issue on GM cars build in the last 8 years. There are
posts all over the internet about this. The problem is with poorly made brake rotors that warp at
under 15, miles of normal use. I have had the same issue with my wife's Impala. These cars
should be recalled and the rotors replaced with parts of adequate quality. If you can get the
issue addressed under warranty, the dealer will only either turn the defective rotors or replace
them with the same oem junk. The only fix I have found it to replace them with aftermarket
rotors and pads. Failure of the electronic brake control module in a Chevy Impala. Could be
dangerous, and after doing some internet searching, appears to be a common problem and very
expensive to repair. Car has less than , miles on it. Also, transmission failed at about 80, miles.
Search CarComplaints. Computer problem Chevy Impala 6 cyl front wheel drive automatic miles
this recently started, the traction on light and the ABS yellow lights on dash stay on. Rarely do
they go off, only a few times. The square indicator light says "service traction control" light
comes on when I start the vehicle, stays on for minutes then goes off. But the traction control
light and the ABS light remains on. How can I reset this or what to not have a trip to the
expensive auto repair shop. I have no problem with the ABS brakes to operate correctly, no
delays or brake hesitation when I press the brake pedal in use. Help me out with a good
solution. I will greatly appreciate your response. Passlock stystem thinks the car is being
stolen, disabling the ignition for up to 30 minutes at a time. Sometimes leaving you stranded.
Also ABS and trac control system failure at ,00 miles. Oil spill out of filler neck onto exhaust
manifold, and recall only moved spark plug wires, oil problem still exists. Interior dash lights
dim to complete darkeness, or super birght at all different times. Issue is the dimmer switch.
Piss poor design by GM. They should be banned from selling vehicles until they pull their heads
out of their [xxx]. Upon going for state inspection I was informed that the front and rear rotors
were rusting and flaking and if this was not corrected, car would not pass inspection next year.
Was told this was due to not driving the car enough underusage. My car is a Chevrolet Impala 4
door sedan. I am now concerned that this problem might also involve the Impala. The contact
owns a Chevrolet Impala. On April 8, , dealer replaced rear rotors, Nov. The contact paid for the
repairs, May 22, , replaced rear pads and serviced calipers. The dealer will not make any
additional repairs and feel as though they have done all they can to remedy to failure. The
failure mileage was and the current mileage was There was a noise coming from the steering.
The dealer lubed the intermediate shaft. The rear stabilizer shaft and link was replaced. The car
was bought new from dealership, with occasional grinding noises noted in reverse and
headlights "surging" at night while driving. Dealership unable to replicate with the exception of
grinding. I was told a loose wire was causing noise in reverse. Ward's Chevrolet came to my
work site. Ward's kept the car for a month-never told me what was wrong with car except
brakes. Did not charge. At this time I had requested a GM investi. Now service, ABS, security
lights come on and off intermittently with the smell of gas and slow, hard starts. I have been
calling ward's since the first week of March requesting factory rep. To meet and drive car after
their having a month with no improvements in cars functioning. I called this a. Manager was not
aware of problem. This is the 4th time since March I have requested the factory rep. With no
response from ward's. The dealership replaced multiple unknown components, but the problem
persisted. I have miles on my vehicle and have to take it in soon as the brakes are again
pulsating. This will be the 6th time I have had to have the brakes replaced. There is a constant
rubbing sound which I have been told by the dealer is a "normal" sound in an Impala. There is
nothing "normal" about this sound. The vehicle was taken to the dealership who determined the
four rotors had to be resurfaced, however the pads were still in good conditions. The contact
expressed concern because the vehicle has only miles. I own a Impala I was very pleased with
my vehicle, even though I have had to have my rotors and brakes fixed twice still pleased
overall. However, about a month ago I took my car in for a normal oil change after returning
home, I noticed I didn't have any anti-freeze in my car. I called a spoke to a service tech he
informed me that I probably had a leak somewhere. I brought it in he informed me there was a
hair line crack in my gasket and I needed a new water pump. The cost to repair it would be over
one thousand dollars. What I cannot understand why did my low coolant indicator light come
on. Why did I have to discover this problem on my own? I feel that this should be looked into

more carefully. It is certainly a problem with the coolant system in the Impala and this failure
should not be at the expense of the consumer. Brakes fade when stopping hard. I live in Florida
and my apartment is on the beach so I park close to the ocean about 8 months out of the year.
The first problem occurred at 6, miles when the brakes were applied there was a vibration or
grabbing feeling unlike normal smooth braking. The car was taken to quirk Chevrolet in quincy,
MA on Aug 16, The technician said the brakes were rusted or pitted and needed to be ground
down or replaced see copy of work order from quirk attached. I asked him how this could
happen. He explained that the brake mechanism is exposed to the air and not protected in any
way, so that the salt air from the ocean environment could have caused the pitting in the brakes.
The second problem occurred at 11, miles when the same feeling in braking was experienced by
the driver. Her direct line is ext , file number [xxx]. Brakes started to pulsate severely at slightly
over miles. Since brake problems are usually not covered by warranty and it had expired
anyhow , I took it to a locally reliable auto repair garage. He suspected a warped front rotor as I
did also. Removed and replaced both front rotors and pads. The pulsation was still there.
Removed both rear rotors. Both were badly scored on the inside - not visible during routine
inspection. In addition, both rotors were partially crystalized, again on the inside. The pads here
were also scored badly. After reading reports on Impala on mycarstats. Old parts are not
available. Consumer heard a grinding noise which sounded like metal to metal. The consumer
made an appointment with the dealer, but the dealer was not able to get the consumers vehicle
in for inspection. Consumer took vehicle to jims mufflers to get the brakes fixed. The mechanic
took off all four tires and showed the consumer that he needed to replace front and back rotors
and pads. The mechanic the cleaned calipers. When the dealer looked at the brakes he stated
that they looked as if they had sat in water. Consumer claimed that vehicle had not been in
water. The mechanic stated that maybe the rotors or calipers were contaminated because
brakes should not have looked that bad for the miles on the vehicle. The mechanic determined
calipers may not have been working properly since the rotors were so rusty. Not what you are
looking for? Search for something else:. So how do you find out what problems are occurring?
Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in
advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. My air bag lights are on all the
time, I have to change my brakes ever 2 months bc they start to lock up and go through brake
pads like nothing. I also have electronical problems my blinkers work when they want to an
when it starts to not work my lights dim if the radio is on it turns down it's happening more an
more - Peru, NY, USA. This problem a started happening around miles. While I was going
around a right turn the traction action would come on. Now it seems sometimes when I am just
driving down a straight road. I can also feel my ABS come on when trying to stop. The contact
owns a Chevrolet Impala. The contact stated the vehicle increased speed violently once the
brake pedal was released. The accelerator pedal was not depressed. The contact pulled over,
shut the ignition off and restarted the vehicle, but the failure persisted. The failure recurred
numerous times. The contact was a mechanic and stated that the throttle position sensor
needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the
failure. The approximate failure mileage was , Search CarComplaints. My Impala has a security
passlock feature which either does not allow vehicle to start or shut vehicle off when it thinks
it's being stolen. My vehicle randomly shuts off while driving when this security light comes on,
at this point I lose all control of vehicle functions. This is an apparent problem with thousands
os GM vehicles that they know about but give no solution or recall to. Instead, consumers are
being stuck footing the bill to try and find a solution to a problem no one seems to know how to
solve. Please help hold GM responsible and repair our vehicles before fatalities occur. There are
pages of posts in several forums online with people having the same issue with no help. While
attempting to accelerate from a stop, the traction and brake warning indicators illuminated. The
contact stated that the vehicle jerked during acceleration. The failure occurred on a daily basis.
The dealer stated that the hub sensor needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired and the
failure recurred three days later. The manufacturer was not notified. The failure mileage was 80,
Happens randomly. Have to let security reset itself after 10 minutes and car will start again.
Brakes will grind at certain times when braking. Have to turn tractoin off for it to stop. The
service traction control light is on the dash panel and my car started to shake and pull to one
side when the brakes were applied. The problem quickly grew into the cat constantly pulls to
one side and the steering feels sloppy and loose if that makes sense. The traction control
doesn't work but will randomly kick in while driving and the car instantly feels as if the brakes
are being applied and grinder but the worse part is how the pulling to one side becomes a quick
grab and jerk to one side and has nearly caused me several accidents and I cannot relax and
drive. I am always tense and ready to fight to keep my car going straight and now with the bad

Michigan winter its impossible to drive on some days. That cost is ridiculous and I have talked
to prob approx a hundred people who either had the same problem or knew of someone who
does, over the past few years. My car is now parked and I have to beg for rides to work because
its winter and I cannot put myself and others in danger with this issue. I have to work and
Transport kids to different events and feel that this part has to be defective from the start if
there's that many people with this same issue. And all of the same exact complaints found
online. Please I'm begging you to check into this issue to see if a recall is necessary. Thank you
so much. At any time whether turning or proceeding forward at various speeds traction
activates and stays on. I have just learned of this recall website. I have owned this car since ,
10,miles and have never received any recall information. What do I have to do to get all recall
info so I can take to dealership and get fixed whatever needs to be fixed? This has been
happening since Please email or send letter for my recalls. Anti-locking braking system, traction
control, and vsa light comes on under normal driving conditions. Anti-lock system engages and
pulsates when the brakes are applied at various speeds and also the vehicle doesn't' accelerate
if depressing the accelerator. This could or will cause a serious accident if the system is not
fixed immediately. Suspect the wheel speed sensor which is built into the wheel hub. I am
requesting this issue be repaired and the factory expense since this is a safety issue and a very
well know documented case. Brake line from master cylinder blew, brake fluid leaked and
brakes failed. Brake warning light did not come on until brakes were inoperable. Line was found
to be rusted through. This is a known problem and is a major safety issue. Brake warning light
should come on immediately when a brake line ruptures to give the driver time to stop before
brakes fail completely. ABS traction control lights on intermittently for 3 years. Had this
checked by dealer numerous times and was not able to diagnose a problem. The lights now stay
on for the last 8 months. The contact stated that while driving 50 mph, the ABS and the service
traction soon lights illuminated. The vehicle independently turned the traction off. The vehicle
had not been diagnosed or repaired. The failure and current mileages were , While parked the
contact noticed the ABS, check traction system and trac off warning light illuminated on the
instrument panel. There was also a grinding noise while driving. The vehicle was taken to an
independent mechanic for diagnostic. The mechanic stated the front passenger side hub
bearing assembly would have to be replaced. After the repair the warning lights continued to
illuminate. The vehicle was taken back to the mechanic. The front drivers side hub assembly
was replaced. The light continued to illuminate after the repair. The vehicle was taken to the
mechanic a third time. The mechanic was unable to diagnose the failure. The vehicle was not
repaired. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Would you like to sell
products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this m
6 volt positive ground coil wiring
2002 nissan xtrail
bmw 320i fuse box location
enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

